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Configuration entropy and instability of accelerating black hole in AdS
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We consider an accelerating black hole with a negative cosmological constant in four-dimensional
spacetime. There are two configurations such as a black string (BS) phase when a mass parameter is
zero and a black hole (BH) phase when a mass parameter is non-zero. We investigate their stability
via the configuration entropy (CE). It is found that the BS is not always stable but the BH has a
thermally stable range below the critical mass of the BH, which is consistent with thermodynamic
instability.

I. INTRODUCTION

The p-brane solutions have been suggested in [1, 2] by
adding a number of p-extra dimensions to solutions for
Einstein vacuum equations in higher dimensional space-
time and the simplest case of them is BS solutions by
adding just one extra dimension in such a spacetime.
It has been shown that BS and p-brane in asymptoti-
cally flat higher dimensional spacetime are unstable un-
der gravitational perturbations [1, 2] (see [3] for reviews
of the subject). In particular, it has been shown that the
BTZ BS with the negative cosmological constant in four-
dimensional spacetime is unstable in a certain range of
the Kaluza-Klein (KK) mass under fermionic perturba-
tion and gravitational perturbation [4] and a warped BS
with nontrivial topologies in five-dimensional AdS space-
time is also unstable in some range of KK mass under
the linear gravitational perturbation [5].
Accelerating BH is described by the so-called C-

metric [6–8], which can be written in the solution to
Einstein’s equation with negative cosmological constant
describing accelerating BH [7]. It has been found that
the special case of the C-metric [9] is a solution describ-
ing the BH on the Planck brane in the Randall-Sundrum
(RS) brane world model I [10], whose generalized ver-
sion for the case of the AdS C-metric has been studied
in [11]. They have shown that there are two configura-
tions such as the BS phase and the BH phase according
to having or not having the mass parameter and the BH
has a thermally stable range below the critical mass of
the BH.
The CE has suggested that the informational content

in physical systems with localized energy density configu-
rations through measure of their ordering in field configu-
ration space [12, 13]. It has been extensively investigated
for AdS/QCD holographic models [14–24] and performed
for a detailed analysis of the thermal stability of a variety
of physical systems [13–15, 20–36]. Thus, it is intriguing
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that the issue of the stability is generalized to the accel-
erating BH with the negative cosmological constant in
four-dimensional spacetime.

On the other hand, the Gubser-Mitra conjecture [37,
38] has proposed that the dynamical instability coin-
cides with thermodynamic instability. In the last years
attempt to test this conjecture for a BTZ BS in four-
dimensional spacetime was carried out in [4] and was
generalized to higher dimensional spacetime [5]. It is
possible to investigate the stability of the BTZ BS solu-
tion via the CE. Therefore, it is also intriguing that such
a conjecture is established in this case.

The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we
briefly review the accelerating BH with the negative cos-
mological constant in four-dimensional spacetime. In sec-
tion III, we introduce the CE and explore thermodynamic
instability for the BS and the BH. Finally, we summarize
our results and give our discussion in section IV.

II. THERMODYNAMICS OF ACCELERATING

BH

The metric with accelerating BH in AdS4 [7] is given
as

ds24 =
1

A2(x − y)2

[

P (y)dt2 − dy2

P (y)
+

dx2

Q(x)
+Q(x)dϕ2

]

(2.1)

with

P (y) = −λ+ ky2 − 2mAy3, (2.2)

Q(x) = 1 + kx2 − 2mAx3, (2.3)

and the discrete parameter k=+1, 0, −1. The metric
(2.1) satisfies the Einstein equation

Rµν = − 3

l24
gµν , (2.4)
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where l4 = 1/(A
√
λ+ 1) is a four-dimensional (bulk) cos-

mological parameter with an acceleration parameter A 1

and parameter λ. Here, the parameter m has the rela-
tion with the mass of the BH and the constant x/y slices
have the branes [9, 11]. The metric (2.1) has possible
two configurations such as the BS and the BH. (i) when
m = 0, adapting appropriate coordinate transformation,
the BTZ BS in AdS4 is written as [11]

ds24 = l24dz
2 + a2(z)l24

[

−(λr2 − k)dt2 +
dr2

λr2 − k
+ r2dϕ2

]

(2.5)

with a(z) =
√
λ cosh(z). Since the metric (2.5) on the

constant z slices under λ > 0 has locally the geometry of
AdS3, it for k = +1 is reduced to the geometry of a BTZ
BH [39] on surfaces of constant z

ds23 = −(λr2 − 1)dt2 +
dr2

λr2 − 1
+ r2dϕ2, (2.6)

which satisfies RAB = −2λgAB. Here, the capital Latin
indices A and B refer to the brane coordinates 0, 1, 2,
and the Greek indices µ and ν to the bulk coordinates
0, . . ., 3. (ii) when m > 0, the metric function Q(x)
has exactly one positive root x = α, and is set with
∆ϕ = 4π/|Q′(x = α)| to avoid a conical singularity at
x = α. The BH localized on a brane is given as [11]

ds23 =
1

A2

[

−
(

λr2 − k − 2mA

r

)

dt2

+
dr2

λr2 − k − 2mA
r

+ r2dϕ2

]

, (2.7)

which is similar to the above AdS metric (2.6), but
has the extra term 2mA/r which is caused by the four-
dimensional nature of the BH. In particular, in the case
of k = +1 when 2mA is very much smaller than 1/

√
λ,

the extra term is negligible outside the horizon, and the
exterior geometry is exactly matched with that of the
BTZ BH. However, when 2mA is very much bigger than
1/

√
λ, there will be significant deviations from the BTZ

metric due to outside the BH [11]. Furthermore, it has
been shown that after introducing RS brane world model
I [10], four-dimensional newton’s constant G4 has the re-
lation with three-dimensional newton’s constant G3 as
follows:

G3 =
AG4

2
. (2.8)

1 Even if the parameter A in the metric (2.1) could be absorbed
in a redefinition of the coordinates, the four-dimensional cos-
mological parameter l4 = 1/(A

√
λ+ 1) sets the scale for the

four-dimensional constant Λ4 = −3/l2
4
for λ > −1 and one can

recover called the AdS C-metric which describes black holes ac-
celerating in AdS4. The parameter A is related to acceleration
of the black hole and it has been introduced for convenience.

Employing a single auxiliary variable z, the parameter
2mA may be defined as

2mA =
(λ+ z2)z

√
1 + z

(λ− z3)3/2
. (2.9)

As mentioned before, the metric (2.5) on the constant
z under λ > 0 for k = +1 reduces to the metric (2.6).
Since we will focus on the metric (2.6), it is convenient
to set λ = 2 from now on.

FIG. 1: From Eq. (2.9), plot of the parameter mA as the

function of z for λ = 2.

As you see in Fig. 1, the parameter mA increases
monotonically as the parameter z grows up. When mA
goes to zero, z ∼ 2mA

√
λ ∼ 0 while when mA becomes

infinite, z ∼ λ1/3 (z ∼ 3
√
2 = 1.25992 for λ = 2).

Using the first law of BH thermodynamics, the three-
dimensional mass of the BTZ BH on the brane M3 can
be expressed in terms of the variable z

M3 =
1

2G3

z2(1 + z)(λ− z3)

(λ+ 3z2 + 2z3)2
, (2.10)

and the four-dimensional mass of the BTZ BS M4 yields
also

M4 =
1

G4A

z2(1 + z)(λ− z3)

(λ + 3z2 + 2z3)2
, (2.11)

which is exactly matched with the three-dimensional
mass M3 (2.10) by taking Eq. (2.8) [9, 11].

FIG. 2: From Eq. (2.11), plot of the four-dimensional mass of

the BTZ BS M4 as the function of z for A = 1, λ = 2 and G4 = 1.
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As shown in Fig. 2, for A = 1, λ = 2, and G4 = 1
the maximum mass (the purple point in Fig. 2) at z =
1
4 (

3
√

15 + 4
√
14 +

3
√

15− 4
√
14− 1) is given as

M4,max =
1

12
. (2.12)

Then, it has been found that the four-dimensional en-
tropy of the BS is able to be given as the three-
dimensional entropy of the BTZ BH on the brane

SBS =
π

A

√

2M3

λG3
, (2.13)

and the four-dimensional entropy of the BH in the bulk
is

S4,BH =
2π

G4A2

z

λ+ 3z2 + 2z3
. (2.14)

For A = 1, λ = 2, and G4 = 1 the maximum entropy

(the purple point in Fig. 3) at z = 1
4 (

3
√

15 + 4
√
14 +

3
√

15− 4
√
14− 1) is given as

S4,max =

16π

(

3
√

15 + 4
√

14 +
3
√

15 − 4
√

14 − 1

)

64 +

(

3
√

15 + 4
√

14 +
3
√

15 − 4
√

14 − 1

)2 (

3
√

15 + 4
√

14 +
3
√

15 − 4
√

14 + 5

)

= 1.07354. (2.15)

As mentioned earlier, z approaches to λ as the parameter
mA goes to infinity (M4 → 0). The four-dimensional
entropy of the BH SBS (2.14) has the finite limit at z =
λ1/3

S0 =
2π

3G4A2

1

λ1/3(λ1/3 + 1)
, (2.16)

which for A = 1, λ = 2, and G4 = 1 becomes

S0 =
2 3
√
2π

3
√
4
(

3 + 2 3
√
2
)

+ 2
= 0.735567, (2.17)

(the orange point in Fig. 3) at z = 21/3. Thus, the BH
entropy S4,BH (2.14) (the blue dotted curve in Fig. 4)
grows up from 0 at mA = 0 (z = 0 and M4 = 0) to

the maximum value S4,max (2.15) at mA = 2/
√
27 (z =

1
4 (

3
√

15 + 4
√
14+

3
√

15− 4
√
14− 1) and M4 = M4,max =

1
12 ), and then it (the green solid curve in Fig. 4) decreases

to the finite limit S0 (2.17) at mA = ∞ (z = λ1/3 and
M = 0)

Upon substituting the three-dimensional mass of the
BTZ BH M3 (2.10) and the relation of G3 and G4 (2.8)
into the BTZ BS (2.13), one can get

z(z3 + z2 − λ) = 0, (2.18)

through the matching between the entropy of the BS
(2.13) and that of the BH (2.14). When z = 0, the mass
and entropy of the BH with small mA (the blue dotted
curve in Fig. 4) are equal to zero, which matches that
of the BS (the green solid curve in Fig4.) as you see in
Fig 4. One considers the matching between the mass and

FIG. 3: From Eq. (2.14), plot of the four-dimensional entropy of

the BH in the bulk S4,BH as the function of z for A = 1, λ = 2

and G4 = 1.

entropy of the BS (the green solid curve in Fig4.) and
that of the BH with large mA (the red dotted curve in
Fig4.), it satisfies

z3 + z2 = λ. (2.19)

The root of Eq. (2.19) for λ = 2 is z = 1 which denote
the crossover (black) point in Fig. 4. Then, the critical
entropy S and the critical mass M are given as

Sc =
2π

7
= 0.897598, (2.20)

Mc =
2

49
= 0.0408163. (2.21)

As shown in Fig. 4, two branches (the red dotted curve
and the blue dotted curve) are joined at the maximum
mass M4,max (the purple point in Fig. 4). It has been
investigated to be the instability of two localized BH so-
lutions and the BS by employing entropy [11]. When

0 ≤ M ≤ M4,max (0 ≤ mA ≤ 2/
√
27), the BS en-

tropy (the green solid curve in Fig. 4) and the BH
entropy (the blue dotted curve in Fig. 4) increase as
the mass grows up. Furthermore, the BS entropy (the
green solid curve in Fig. 4) is bigger than the BH en-
tropy (the blue dotted curve in Fig. 4). It means
that the BS is thermally stable in such region. When
2/

√
27 (M = M4,max) ≤ mA ≤ ∞ (M = 0), the BH

entropy decreases to finite value S0 (2.17) as the param-
eter mA grows up. In particular, the BH entropy (the
red dotted curve in Fig. 4) is bigger than the BS entropy
(the green solid curve in Fig. 4) below the critical value

mA = 3
√
2) (M = Mc (2.21)), and it becomes stable.

III. CE AND INSTABILITY FOR THE BTZ BS

AND BH

As discussed in the previous section, the four-
dimensional mass of the BTZ BS M4 (2.11) in the bulk
is exactly matched with the three-dimensional mass M3
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TABLE I: The CE of BH and BS for the various masses.

M SC,BH,L SC,BS,up SC,BH,S SC,BS,low ∆Sc ∆S̄c ∆S̃c

10−6 879908.46641 1079714.23102 880121.49299 880121.49299 213.02657 199805.76461 0

0.00277874 16692.18597 17435.76435 16696.18108 14212.64119 3.99510 743.57838 -2483.53989

0.00555649 11804.22174 12268.01277 11807.01267 10000.18469 2.79092 463.79103 -1806.82798

0.03888942 4461.96612 4461.97115 4462.80813 3637.14453 0.84200 0.00502 -825.66360

2/49 4355.37492 4355.37492 4356.18100 3550.25336 0.80603 0 -805.92759

0.04444491 4173.80821 4155.74900 4174.55060 3387.53001 0.74239 -18.05881 -787.02059

0.07777784 3213.13131 2990.26234 3155.47560 2437.49140 0.22063 -164.99263 -717.98420

0.08055559 3155.25497 2845.61707 3100.56033 2319.58483 0.15373 -254.78952 -780.97550

1/12 3048.36909 2645.35510 3048.36909 2156.34268 0 -403.01399 -892.02641

Balck hole with large mA

Balck hole with small mA

Black string

FIG. 4: Upon substituting the three-dimensional mass of the

BTZ BH M3 (2.10) and the relation of G3 and G4 (2.8) from Eq.

(2.13), plot of the entropy of the BS of the mass and plot of the

entropy of the BH of the mass by the results of the numerical

calculation from Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.14) for A = 1, λ = 2 and

G4 = 1.

(2.10) on the brane via Eq. (2.8). From the metric (2.6),
the energy density of the BS ρBS is given as

ρBS ≡ T00 = A3λ
(

4G4M3 −Aλr2
)

, (3.1)

and from the metric (2.7), the energy density of the BH
ρBH is

ρBH ≡ T00 =
2m2A2

r4
+

mA
(

λr2 + 1
)

r3
+ λ− λ2r2.

(3.2)

There is the system with spatially localized energy in
position space x and the Fourier transform of the energy
density ρ(x) as the function of the position x at frequency
k is given as the complex number

ρ(k) =
1√
2π

(

α(k) + iβ(k)

)

, (3.3)

with

α(k) =

∫ xh

0

ρ(x) cos(kx)dx, (3.4)

β(k) =

∫ xh

0

ρ(x) sin(kx)dx, (3.5)

where there is an event horizon at x = xh. Then, the
modal fraction of ρ(k) is defined as [31]

F(k) =
|ρ(k)|2

|ρ(k)|2max

, (3.6)

with |ρ(k)|2 = α2(k)+β2(k) where |ρ(k)|2max denotes the
maximum value of |ρ(k)|2. One may define the CE [13]
as

S[F ] = −
∫ ∞

−∞

F(k) log[F(k)]dk. (3.7)

From now on, considering the CE difference of the BS
and the BH, we will investigate the instability of the
BS/BH system.
The energy density of the BS (3.1) is independent of

the parametermA while that of the BH (3.2) is depended
on it. However, in the case of the upper branch (the red
dotted curve in Fig. 4), the entropy of the BS matches
that of the BH at the crossover (black) point in Fig. 4,
and in the case of the lower branch (the blue dotted curve
in Fig. 4), the entropy of the BS matches that of the BH
at M = 0 in Fig. 4. Thus, the CE of the BS should
match two branches of the BH at such points.
After adapting these matching conditions and the CE

(3.7), from the energy densities (3.1) and (3.2), the CE
of the BS and that of the BH are numerically obtained
as shown in Table I. The CE of the BH with large/small
mA is written as SC,BH,L and SC,BH,S, and that of the
BS with matching condition at the upper/lower branch
of the BH is SC,BS,up and SC,BS,low. The CE dfference of
SC,BH,L and SC,BH,S, that of SC,BH,L and SC,BS,up, and
that of SC,BH,S and SC,BS,low are respectively defined as
∆SC ≡ SC,BH,S − SC,BH,L, ∆S̄C ≡ SC,BS,up − SC,BH,L,

and ∆S̃C ≡ SC,BS,low − SC,BH,S as shown in Table I and
plot them as you see in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7.
As shown in Fig. 5. (a), the CE of the BH with

large/small mA monotonically decreases as the mass
M grows up. In particular, since the CE difference of
SC,BH,L and SC,BH,S, ∆SC , is always positive as shown
in Table I and in Fig. 5. (b), the CE of the BH with large
mA SC,BH,L is stable, which correctly coincides with the
result of thermodynamic analysis in section II that the
BH with large mA is thermally stable through the com-
parison of the entropy of the BH with large mA and that
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Balck hole with large mA

Balck hole with small mA

(a) (b)

FIG. 5: (a) From the Table 1, plot of the BH CE as a function of the mass M for A = 1, λ = 2 and G4 = 1. The blue circles denote the
BH CE from M = 10−6 (mA = 0.001) to M = 1/12 (mA = 2/

√
27) and the red points does it from M = 10−6 (mA = 3.7037× 107) to

M = 1/12 ( mA = 2/
√
27). (b) From the Table 1, plot of the CE difference of the BH with small mA and the BH with large mA as a

function of the mass M from M = 10−6 to M = 1/12, which always has positive values except for M = 1/12 (∆SC = 0). Here, the black
point denotes the critical mass Mc.

Balck hole with large mA

Balck string

(a) (b)

FIG. 6: (a) From the Table 1, plot of the BH CE and the BS CE as a function of the mass M for A = 1, λ = 2 and G4 = 1. The red and
green points respectively denote the BC CE and BS CE from M = 10−6 (mA = 3.7037 × 107) to M = 1/12 (mA = 2/

√
27). (b) From

the Table 1, plot of the CE difference of the BS and the BH with large mA as a function of the mass M (from M = 10−6 to M = 1/12),
which always has negative values beyond the critical mass Mc = 2/49 (∆S̄C = 0). Here, the black points denote the critical mass Mc.

Balck hole with small mA

Balck string

FIG. 7: From the Table 1, plot of the BH CE and the BS CE as

a function of the mass M for A = 1, λ = 2 and G4 = 1. The blue

and green points respectively denote the BH CE and BS CE from

M = 10−6 (mA = 3.7037 × 107) to M = 1/12 (mA = 2/
√
27).

of the BH with small mA for given mass M as you see
the red dotted curve and the blue dotted curve in Fig. 4.

Considering the CE difference of SC,BH,L and SC,BS,up,

∆S̄, as the mass M decreases (the parameter mA in-
creases), the BH has a smaller CE below the critical mass
Mc defined in (2.21) (at which ∆S̄C = 0) as you see in
Table I and Fig. 6. The BH becomes thermally stable in
this region, which is consistent with that in [11]

As shown in Table I and Fig. 7, for the BH with small
mA,the CE difference of SC,BS,low − SC,BH,S, ∆S̃ is al-

ways negative except for M = 10−6 (at which ∆S̃ = 0),
and the BS is thermally stable, which is well matched
with that in [11]. On the other hand, it has been ex-
plored dynamical instability against gravitational/tensor
perturbation for the BS [4, 5]. It has been found that the
BS is stable beyond the critical value against perturba-
tion, while it is unstable below the critical value. These
instability behaviors which qualitatively agrees with ther-
modynamic instability behaviors in [11] also supports the
Gubser-Mitra conjecture of that the dynamical instabil-
ity coincides with thermodynamic instability.
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IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The accelerating BH in four-dimensional AdS space-
time has two configurations such as the BS phase and
the BH phase. We explored the thermal instability of
these two configurations via CE. The CE of the BS and
that of the BH were numerically obtained as shown in
Table I. As the mass M increases, the CE of the BH
with large/small mA monotonically decreases as well as
that of the BS decreases as shown in Fig. 5. (a), Fig. 6.
(a), and Fig. 7. It was found that the BS is thermally
unstable (the BH is stable) below the critical mass Mc

(2.21) when the BH has large mA while the BS is always
stable when the BH has small mA, which is well matched
with that in [11].

Recently it has been proposed that for accelerating
black holes in AdS spacetime they have calculated the
dual stress-energy tensor for the spacetime and identify
the energy density associated with a static observer at in-
finity. It has been shown that the dual energy-momentum
tensor is able to be given by a non-hydrodynamic contri-

bution with a universal coefficient to a three-dimensional
perfect fluid and the result of the holographic computa-
tion is well matched with that of conformal completion
method for the mass [40]. It is intriguing to investigate
whether the thermal instability from both sides yields the
same result through employing the CE.

Data Availability Statements: the data sets generated
during and/or analyzed during the current study are
available from the corresponding author upon reasonable
request.
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